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  A B S T R A C T 

 

 

This paper analyses regulatory strategies toward disinformation to demonstrate the importance of 

policies that do not encompass speech regulation but rather target data handling and structural 

regulation. Building on social and communications sciences findings sets some premises for the 

disinformation regulation debate. This includes the paradox faced by regulators referring to liberal 

democracies' duty to ensure citizens' right to freedom of expression and, at the same time, 

countermeasure online speech abuses. After analysing and classifying regulatory strategies proposed 

and implemented in different national contexts, it proposes that statutory regulation should not focus 

on regulating content or nailing concepts of disinformation but direct efforts at regulating data and 

digital platforms' business models. Finally, the paper will present and extract key learning from the 

Brazilian experience, where disinformation campaigns led by the 2018 presidential elections fueled 

a regulatory debate that gained momentum in 2020 when the country started discussing a new 

regulatory framework for digital platforms.   
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1. Introduction 

 

The 2018 presidential elections brought digital disinformation to the spotlight of the Brazilian policy 

debate. As initially reported by the media and later corroborated by academic research (Evangelista 

and Bruno 2019), Jair Bolsonaro’s campaign employed microtargeting techniques to disseminate 
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political marketing and false information mainly through WhatsApp, fueled by questionable use of 

data. Since then, Brazilian policymakers have been revolving around a burning question for different 

political actors worldwide: how can governments fight disinformation? 

 

Even though information manipulation is no stranger to the traditional media, digitalisation has, along 

with other socio-political factors, imposed structural transformations in the public arena of debate 

(Jungherr and Schroeder 2021, 2), giving a new face and dynamics to the distribution of potentially 

harmful content. Beyond the technological context, many other aspects add complexity to this setting. 

Current disinformation campaigns have been associated, for instance, with far-right populist 

governments, political polarisation, presumably powered by algorithmic curation (Barberá 2020), and 

possible shifts in media consumption. On another note, policy specialists often blame its spread and 

other sorts of online harms (e.g., hate speech) on governments' failures to regulate Big Tech. These 

are just a few of the many perspectives on an intricate and complex subject. 

 

Despite relevant multidisciplinary research efforts, there is still a lot unknown about disinformation. 

For instance, the jury is still out on its capacity to shape electoral outcomes (Faris et al. 2017) and on 

the existence and actual relevance of political bots (Rauchfleisch e Kaiser 2020). Empirical evidence 

is also still mixed regarding disinformation's potential to spread wider or "convince people of political 

decisions they did not hold before" (Jungherr and Schroeder 2021, 3). However, it is possible to find 

some common ground, including the realisation that there is no single silver bullet in view. As a 

multilayered phenomenon, fighting disinformation requires different responses from different actors. 

For instance, journalistic organisations can perform fact-checking, civil society and government 

programs can foster media literacy, digital platforms will be responsible for implementing their own 

moderation and certification procedures, not to mention every individual’s responsibility when 

sharing information. 

 

This paper rests on the assumption that there is also an important role for state regulation in 

countermeasure disinformation. It analyses regulatory strategies implemented through statutory 

regulation in different legal contexts to demonstrate the importance of policies that do not encompass 

speech regulation directly but rather point efforts towards the handling of data and structural 

regulation. 

 

The case study focuses on the Brazilian experience. Up to 2020, Law 13.834/2019 and a number of 

regulatory proposals criminalised individual expression or enhanced pre-existing libel and 

defamation sanctions. Along with the 2020 outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, the country 

watched a shift in strategies to fight disinformation. Bills of law vary from mechanisms that are still 

user-centred (but do not necessarily regulate content directly, such as requests for full identification 

of users and their locations as a prerequisite for access to platforms) to measures that target business 

models (like transparency report and complaint process obligations). 

 

Against this background, this paper builds on existing literature and comparative experiences to 

assess Brazil's regulatory framework. As a secondary goal, the paper also aims to offer a taxonomy 

for regulatory strategies against disinformation that can serve different political contexts. The 

methodology used for the research is an analysis of relevant literature, as well as national and 

international legal provisions, policy initiatives repositories, grey literature, and corporate documents. 
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2. Scope and methodology 

 

This paper is based on three scope decisions. The first one regards the concept of regulatory 

strategies, which refers to the promulgation of rules by governments, and monitoring and 

enforcement mechanisms (Black 2001). Specialised literature shows some consensus on the need for 

a multi-complex approach toward disinformation (Benkler 2019), one that encompasses, among 

others, fact-checking, media literacy, and the role played by digital intermediaries (Marsden, Meyer, 

and Brown 2020; Schulz, Wolfgang 2019). While recognising the need for multidimensional 

counteractions to address this multidimensional phenomenon, I will focus on the formal normative 

instruments adopted by states through legislative rule-making processes. 

 

The second decision refers to the concept of disinformation, here understood as "false or misleading 

information that is intentionally spread for profit, to create harm, or to advance political or ideological 

goals" (Marwick et al., 2021). This definition is in tune with relevant conceptual literature on the 

topic, which attempts to make sense of the different and yet blurred communication practices that are 

part of what has been named the “information disorder” (Wardle and Derakhshan 2017). Since the 

expansion of practices related to the spread of false information through digital means, the 

terminology employed for these phenomena has evolved, allowing greater accuracy and 

differentiation among phenomena. 

 

While the term "fake news" is still used for scientific purposes by some authors, there is an apparent 

movement away from it in the literature, mostly due to its restricted technical relevance (Dan et 

al.,2021). A relevant part of the conceptual debate in the English language builds on the distinction 

between disinformation and misinformation – the latter being commonly referred to as information 

that is "false by definition"10 but has not been disseminated with a specific purpose to cause harm. 

The intent is recognised as the element that differentiates misinformation and disinformation (Wardle 

and Derakhshan 2017; Marwick et al. 2021; Guess and Lyons 2020), as “[d]isinformation is meant to 

deceive, while misinformation may be inadvertent or unintentional”(Guess e Lyons 2020, 11). 

 

The distinction between misinformation and disinformation holds fundamental relevance to the 

debate about regulatory policies in liberal democracies, where counteractions against disinformation 

mingle with the ever-delicate exercise of regulating freedom of expression. In legal systems where 

freedom of expression is promoted both as a subjective and a collective right (Machado 2002, 379), 

states are usually bound to duties of absenteeism (meaning that public authorities must refrain from 

impeding expression) as well as of intervention (for preserving a pluralistic and equal sphere of 

debate). Because classifying and countering disinformation intrinsically depends on a judgment on 

the substance of an expression – i.e., is it false? – countermeasures against such practices hold an 

increased risk of promoting chilling effects or even censorship. 

 

The third decision refers to the Brazilian framework as a case study. Scientific debates about 

disinformation have flourished in this national context since the 2018 elections (Evangelista and 

Bruno 2019; Valente 2019; Rais and Sales 2020), even more so after COVID-19 pushed the policy 

debate further. While the paper's findings and arguments are extracted from international literature 

and global experiences of disinformation regulation, it approaches a diagnosis for the Brazilian case. 
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It also identifies possible issues in the current proposals, as well as possible lessons for the global 

debate. 

 

3. Discussion - Regulatory strategies towards disinformation 

 

Regulatory strategies towards disinformation can have different targets. For a better understanding of 

this variety, their efficiency, and their implications, I propose that these policies are categorised into 

three groups: (1) policies focusing on individual expression; (2) policies aiming at the collection, 

handling, and use of personal data; and (3) policies implementing structural regulation of digital 

intermediaries, targeting their business models. These three categories are not static, as a single policy 

can aim at more than one of these targets simultaneously (for instance, structural regulation that can 

affect individual speech). Also, this taxonomy is not meant to exhaust all types of regulatory policy 

that can be implemented but rather to provide a simplified overview of current regulatory trends. 

 

In the first group, policies are directed at the content of an individual expression and mostly aim at 

coercing individuals from publishing and spreading disinformation. Most of them criminalise 

individual expressions, enhance pre-existing libel and defamation sanctions, and grant authorities or 

digital platforms the power to remove content. This is the case for the only Brazilian law in force to 

date that aims at regulating disinformation (Law 13.834/2019), according to which it is a crime to 

attribute the practice of a crime or infraction to someone of which they are innocent, and thus cause 

administrative and criminal investigations for electoral purposes.3 Most of these initiatives are 

criticised for imposing disproportionate restrictions on the right to freedom of expression since their 

implementation can also impact legitimate speech by causing what is known as chilling effects (Khan 

2021, 3). They are also known to have limited efficacy since focusing on individual acts of conduct 

does not address the handling of data nor the structural and power dynamics that allow the 

implementation of massive disinformation campaigns in the first place. 

 

In the second group are policies that target data, generally represented by regulatory frameworks that 

address the collection, treatment, and storage of personal data for different purposes. Specific 

mechanisms can include restrictions on data gathering and accumulation for political microtargeting 

purposes – like in Japan, where “the capture of personal data on the electorate, and the communication 

of personalised political messaging" is understood to be "largely prohibited" by the current legislation 

(Bennet and Oduro-Marfo 2019, 6). Strategies focused on regulating personal data have a central role 

in the disinformation debate since the harvesting of personal data for political advertisement purposes 

has been at the centre of mass disinformation strategies (Cadwalladr 2017; Evangelista and Bruno 

2019; Dobber, Ó Fathaigh, and Zuiderveen Borgesius 2019). For this reason, such strategies can be 

 
3 Other countries have adopted or discussed similar measures centred on the production and spread of disinformation, 

such as Ethiopia, Singapore, Belarus, and Kenya. See Halefom H. Abraha, 2019, The problems with Ethiopia's proposed 

hate speech and misinformation law. Media@LSE. Retrieved from https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/medialse/2019/06/04/the-

problems-with-ethiopias-proposed-hate-speech-and-misinformation-law/; Agence France-Presse, 2019, Chilling: 

Singapore’s fake news law comes into effect. The Guardian. Retrieved from 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/oct/02/chilling-singapores-fake-news-law-comes-into-effect/; Daniel Funke 

and Daniela Flamini, 2018, A guide to anti-misinformation actions around the world. Poynter. Retrieved from 

https://www.poynter.org/ifcn/anti-misinformation-actions/. 
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deemed central, if not more important, to combat disinformation than strategies centred on content, 

like, for instance, fact-checking (Nenadić 2019). 

 

As per the third and last group of measures, policies focusing on structure are understood to be 

regulating intermediaries whose platforms can be misused for disseminating disinformation. These 

initiatives usually target the business models of such agents and possibly a broader category of online 

harms rather than disinformation specifically – disinformation can be considered central to their 

implementation, though. European literature has identified such policies as a shift from liability to 

responsibility (Frosio 2017) or "from liability to duty" (Mac Síthigh 2020). They encompass 

mechanisms that aim to embed these business models with transparency and accountability, 

encouraging "a new ethics of responsible platforms, which can provide certainty, fairness, and 

accountability of enforcement of speech rules, but ensure that speech control is strictly autonomous 

from the state" (Tambini 2019). These tools are associated with a “duty of care” (as phrased in the 

UK Online Harms Paper). Among them are “general monitoring obligations” (Kuczerawy 2019), 

often adopted through mechanisms such as transparency report obligations or complaints 

investigation procedures. As much as a shift to the structure is welcome, it is important to note that 

these initiatives are not necessarily free speech friendly. 

 

4. Conclusion - Learnings from the Brazilian case 

 

Up to early 2020, the vast majority of anti-disinformation policies proposed in Brazil are of the first 

group – based on the criminalisation of individual expressions. This is the case for the only federal 

law in force specifically regulating disinformation, article 20 of Law 13.834/2019 (which amends the 

National Electoral Code to add article 326-A). According to its terms, it is a crime to attribute 

someone innocent to a crime in the context of an election and provoke criminal investigations, as 

mentioned above. Proposals towards structural regulation are rare, and the data protection law from 

2018 has been facing a series of implementation challenges. 

 

This landscape drastically changed in April 2020, as the country went through a shift in policy 

proposals and numerous bills with different strategies came to light. Their focuses vary widely. On 

the one hand, there are bills targeting mechanisms that are still user-centred but not necessarily 

regulating content directly, such as requests for full identification of users and their locations as a 

prerequisite for access to platforms. On the other hand, there are measures targeting structure, like 

obligations of content removal, advertisement, and complaint process transparency, as well as specific 

obligations for messaging apps (a clear attempt to tackle WhatsApp for its role in the 2018 

disinformation campaign). These mechanisms were originally spread in different bills, and currently, 

most of them are gathered in the proposal known as Bill of Law 2.630/2020 – entitled "The Law for 

Freedom, Transparency, and Responsibility in the Internet." In parallel, the country's data protection 

framework has seen significant progress, with the Supreme Court recognising data protection as a 

fundamental right (Mendes and Keller 2020) and the data protection law coming into force in 2020, 

two years since its approval by Parliament. The federal government also proceeded with establishing 

a data protection authority based on a questionable institutional model. Instead of an independent 

administrative body, the Brazilian Authority for Data Protection is hierarchically bound to the 

Presidency – which brings a new set of concerns to these and other fields. 
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So far, in this ongoing process, it is still unclear if and in what form the policies currently on the table 

will be approved. In any case, we do not know if they will deliver the promised gains in efficiency 

and legitimacy. Still, we can already identify a few takeaways from this debate. 

 

On the bright side, it is clear that disinformation practices are fueling an overdue debate on the 

regulation of a broader range of online harms. The first drafts presented were mostly focused on 

regulating disinformation, bringing definitions for the term, and a series of mechanisms aiming, for 

instance, at fighting coordinated behaviour or improving intra-platform fact-checking and content 

flagging. As the debate evolved, most of these measures were replaced with mechanisms that apply 

not only to disinformation but also to hate speech, copyright infringement, and even to the 

enforcement of community standards (as the transparency reports apply to all sorts of content 

moderation). Even though their scope broadened, the official justifications of these proposals are still 

related to how disinformation threatens democracy. 

 

On a less optimistic note, as much as this shift of focus from content to structure is welcome, 

individual rights are still threatened in different ways. Depending on the way platforms' duties of care 

are crafted, they can either directly violate privacy or freedom of speech or generate incentives to do 

so. For example, some of the proposals towards messenger apps have the potential of becoming 

massive surveillance systems like data retention as a way for authorities to identify and trace the 

spread of disinformation. Other draft provisions mandate immediate removal of illegal content (to be 

defined and judged as so by the platforms themselves) and civil identification as a requirement for 

social media profiles. This last measure has been highly criticised as silencing marginalised and 

politically threatened groups. In a country like Brazil, which is drastically marked by social 

inequality, such a measure has the potential to exclude great parts of the population with limited 

access to formal documentation. 

 

This shows that even by trying to dodge restrictions on individual expression, what might initially 

seem like a safer way to regulation, can lead down the wrong path. Respecting free speech and 

regulating disinformation beyond content means taking a holistic view of what is a wide and complex 

phenomenon, which should not be reduced to what can and cannot be said. 
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